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PRAYER POINTS – JULY 2015
Hi everyone,
Firstly let me say sorry for the longer than normal gap between our April prayer
points and todays July edition. Major computer and internet difficulties are mainly to
blame. In the April edition we were still enjoying the late summer sun mixed with
water rationing! Since then we have had severe rains and flooding, which have
among other things affected our internet availability! Climate change?
This week Unicef announced their latest research figures for Brazil, with the
following well researched statistic:“ 28 children and teenagers are murdered in Brazil daily”
Today we have 10 boys at MFH each one with his own story. While we receive boys
mainly from the Olinda area, we are also giving a home to some from further away
as the authorities consider it too dangerous for them to be looked after nearer to
home following life threats from those involved in drug trafficking. So please pray
for:Diogo 8yrs, Rafael 11yrs, Armando 12 yrs, Luiz 13 yrs, Cauã 10 yrs,
Davi 12 yrs, Lucas 12 yrs, and Wejele ? yrs.
Luan 9 anos. Gabriel 8 yrs.
Living Water´s News.
The barrel containing water shows various cuts in
its side. Each one representing a different aspect
of the life of the local church. The amount of
water that the barrel can hold is determined by the
least effective or weakest aspect of the local
church, which needs to be identified and worked
upon.
Living Waters is in the process of identifying our
weakest areas and working on how we can
strengthen them.

Brothers Francisco 20yrs and Fabio 19yrs
spent 3 years at MFH when they were much
younger. Today they are helping as volunteers!

While these two, also brothers aged 8 and 12
are currently keeping the team busy at MFH.
Two phots of living examples of prayers
answered and prayers needed

Latest youth camp held during the June
holidays

Family News
Explaining the Cake!
Cintia took a friend for her ultra-son at which the sex of
the baby would be revealed. This information was
passed to the friend without Cynthia’s knowledge!
Friends were then invited to a pink and blue party at
which each guest had to guess boy or girl. When the
cake was cut all would be revealed as the inside would t
be either pink or blue. The photo shows Cintia and John
discovering a very pink inside to the cake!! Our first
granddaughter is due in September!

The new beach road which passes in front of MFH is
finally finished !

Lots of love from us all
Ian , Simea, John, Hudson,
Renata, Cintia, and Tim.

